“By pushing the building envelope to the back of the site and placing the landscape on-structure, it allowed for a level of parking underneath while creating a green roof that functions as a campus quad and viewing deck all-in-one.”

“With breathtaking views to the ocean beyond, the campus takes advantage of its natural setting.”

“Tucked into the landscape are study pockets with a boardwalk promenade connecting the outdoor social spaces with the sculpture garden.”

“Architectural forms created areas of concentrated shade for seating, bike storage and parking.”
“Built for flexibility, the green roof serves as the main social space for all campus functions.”

“The project included the construction of exterior social spaces including a study lounge.”

“The roof garden blurs the line between indoor and outdoor while connecting the student social spaces.”

“The team focused on a strategy for water treatment, water retention and low water use across the site.”

“The building and landscape work in concert to blur the edges of site and architecture while relating to the surrounding environment.”